Welcome to the Phantom of the United States Corporation… It is all Theater.

An illusion!

Anna von Reitz – Alaskan Superior Court Judge of the land jurisdiction: These private corporate tribunals are only “giving an appearance of justice”

SUPREME COURT RULING – NO CORPORATE JURISDICTION OVER THE NATURAL MAN

DUNS Numbers of the US Corporate Government and Most of Its Major Agencies

*** Public Notice Updated: California Highway Patrol: One more private corporation impersonating a public institution.

Phantom of the Corporation.

The world belongs to the people… NOT a Vatican Corporation. There is no more of a Global Estate than there are jurisdictions. All just words. All Man-Made.

HENRY COUNTY GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE CORPORATION – 1998

Georgia Public Purpose Corporation 2004

Fraudulent “State of California” – Corporate Structure

California, State of – Corporations

Identifying the corporations impersonating the lawful government is a good place from where to begin.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT – POSSIBLE CORPORATE LINKS
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT – Possible corporate links

Henry County, GA. Articles of Incorporation

Mr. Farage – ‘Crack in Corporatist Stitch-Up’

Yes NETTY – IT IS ALL ABOUT CORPORATE FRAUD – THE

REPUBLICANS TOO!

The State of Georgia – Corporate associations?

Judge Anna was right! Proof of corporate fraud by your elected officials?

billymillssite: Dept. of Motor Vehicles is Not a State Entity, Nor is the Parks and

Recreations. These are Private Corporations

Colorado v Nalty malicious prosecution by an illegal incorporated court is being

exposed worldwide.

DEFEAT OF THE CORPORATE AMERICAN (USA, Inc.)

The Kabbalist and AG Loretta Lynch – Connected? – PROSECUTER MARILYN

MOSBY – employed by one of the ILLICIT “Shadow Corporations?

The private corporations are rethinking their aggressive plans to invade America

from within!

The people must assert their sovereignty! Private Corporations are promoting

Jade Helm!

Paul Gosar – Corporate executive or public servant?

The “New” Delaware Based Corporation

Delaware US Corporation

ITNJ – Rod Class Identified the Corporations engaged in Fraud
Supreme court commits fraud on the people. Dissolve the corporation!

Gov Walker – Exposure of the British Crown corporate franchise

All Public Institutions have been converted to For-Profit Corporations...Why?

By Whom?

Accepted “Normal” Loyalty to the corporation Behavior. No Surprises here.

TALK SHOWS TO BEGIN TO PLAN DE-FUNDING OF UNLAWFUL

ALPHABET AGENCY CORPORATIONS?

Phoenix – A for-Profit Corporation – CAFR

Even the “original states” were also Chartered Corporations

Obama is the President of a Corporation called White House INC

City of Lake Worth, Florida – A franchise branch of the Washington corporation

Stop the criminal corporate fraud of the American People NOW!!! REMOVE

THE IMPOSTORS!!!

Dissolve the Corporations

Referring to the corporation masquerading as the government of the American people...So...Who are these masked men?

obama is CEO of the mostly foreign owned corporation

Municipal Corporations have no Legitimate Charters – They are operating in Fraud.

Rod Class Exposes State Governments are franchise branches of federal corporation posing as government of the American People.
America has been taken captive by a foreign corporation

Washington DC (corporations) HAVE NO AUTHORITY OVER AMERICAN CITIZENS!

How the US Corporation Changes Shells by Anna von Reitz

The US Corporation Shell Game

US Corporate Fraud: Why are the courts at fault?

US Corporation Fraud – What can be done?

Live People seal documents with an autograph; Corporations use signatures

American Sovereign Exposes Unlawful overthrow by foreign corporation

Missouri Bar Association Incorporated 1882

Central Bank for Cooperatives – A Corporation Profile

UNITED STATES CORPORATION subjugates citizens of ignorance!

Straw-men to Incorporate: Form a National Corporation to Confront Banking.

Controlled Government Corporations!

United States Corporation is guilty

Privately controlled corporations manipulating local and state assets?

The Fictional Corporation Attacks Living Beings!

Cass County Jail a for profit prison – Obstructing Justice – Corporate Owners Liable?

Orange County California Corporate Government Gifts to Law Enforcement

One corporate hand washing the other…is there fraud in the air?

How you became a corporation
Government Service Corporations Breach Contracts. Commit fraud upon the people.

Historical Significance beyond my ability to appreciate! UPDATE

Randy Due – Held Unlawfully (no due process) by CCA Corporation.

Public Officers playing Hard ball with citizens….? Dissolve the Municipal Corporation!!

National Emergency: Example Letter to the CEO of the Corporation

Five Corporate Enforcers Murder an unarmed man? – Moore, Oklahoma

Accepted “Normal” Loyalty to the corporation Behavior. No Surprises here.

I have met the enemy…and it is me…the corporation.

Foreign Corporations Control the courts…and occupy the USA.

Military Mission: Protect Americans; not Foreign Corporation!

Military Mission: Protect Americans; not Foreign Corporation!

The corporation which never was

Corporate Takeover of America

The Corporate America as according to “Dink”

“The Corporation that Devvy Kidd claims does not exist.”

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CORPORATION

The united states Of America is a corporation – owned by foreign interests

Acts of the 41st Congress-Creation of Corporate Washington DC

Los Angeles County Corporations

Executive Orders are internal corporate directives. They have no lawful impact on
American Nationals.

Anna von Reitz: THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS (of, for and by the people) IS COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FROM THE UNITED STATES (corporate) CONGRESS.

Anna von Reitz: National Debt...Belongs to the corporation...Not the people.

Dave: Your constitutional rights will OVER RIDE any statues or codes or corporate policy.

U. S. Corporate Agents — Murder Americans.

County of Orange — Corporate

Which county corporate officer would be ultimately responsible?

Alicia Lutz-Rolow/ Leonard Harview wrmltd: EXPOSED!!!!! The misrepresented corporate constitution; by-laws of the corporation; not the law of the land! Fraud Visiates ALL!!!!

Corporation kidnaps Citizen and simulates criminal proceedings in an attempt to silence him!

Orange County Corporations

State of Tennessee Corporate Group Structure

Richard Koenig: A process for Californians who accept corporate dominance, by which to sever all fraudulent corporate relationships.

We are here from the corporate CALIFORNIA Taxing authority; a franchise branch of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, INCORPORATED.

The Sovereign is the Court of Record, not the CORPORATION

CALIFORNIA BOARD OF EQUALIZATION (BOE) – Incorporated
County Commissioners…Your corporate franchise is accountable for this…

Washington D.C. is a foreign controlled corporation unlawfully posing as the
government of the American people.

CORPORATIONS CANNOT BE SOVEREIGN GOVERNMENTS

These 6 Corporations Control 90% Of The Media In America

Corporate Executive Offices from where EO are Issued?

foodforthought101blog: The revised corporate Constitution—A Trojan Horse?

Dave Gradney-El: IRS is a for profit bill collecting privately owned corporation!

So who is it that makes these corporate appointments?

Kirk MacKenzie – 11 JUN 16: USA INC? – HOW THE GOVERNMENT-

CORPORATE FRAUD ACTUALLY WORKS

Our Hidden History of Corporations in the United States

28Aug16 – NBC: PUBLIC INSTITUTION SKEWERED IN AUDIT. – Jokes on

them — The BAR is a series of corporations.

Corporate Identities – Health and Human Services – CDC

The United States of America Corporation

Private Georgia corporate entities operating as public institutions — impostors

13sep16-no-legitimate-government-no-legitimate-corporations

22SEP16 – The generous Corporate funding of the United Nations.

California DMV Corporations

corporate-locations-department-of-homeland-security

08OCT16-CALIFORNIA SECRETARY OF STATE, corporate identification
Stop the Elections! There are no legitimate candidates for whom to vote. They are all corporate.

And about those corporations…

U.S. expels 35 Russian diplomats (Which U.S. The Corporation?)

Incorporation Doctrine

13MAR17-Judge Anna: the “corporate takeover” of the 1860’s

Colorado Corporate Governance?

04-09-17-steve:price: in my 77 years, I have never heard anyone talking about which corporation to vote for these 19 services

San Diego Corporate Listing – Partial

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE Corporate Listing – partial

05-11-17-Henry Mayhew: Colorado Corporate Dissolution Law – Corporations

CALIFORNIA FTB: Corporate structure

CALIFORNIA STATE FRANCHISE BOARD – ATTORNEY MICHAEL VIGIL – RANCHO CORDOVA – Corporate associations

UNITED STATES corporation

CALIFORNIA CORPORATE FRANCHISE VOTING INTEGRITY

Not one corporation lawfully exists in America

United Nations Corporation

FBI Corporation
SANDAG – A Private Corporation impersonating a public institution – A FRAUD on the People!

Coach Compensation in the corporation being misrepresented as the lawful state: California

Nevada-Corporate State

The corporation: The City of Brea, California

Ron Vrooman – Notice to Corporate Governance Agencies and Agents

*** Public Notice Updated: California Highway Patrol: One more private corporation impersonating a public institution.

Barrack Gold Corporation